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To the Editor, 

I read with great interest the paper by Tasci,1 whom 
reported a case with diaphragm eventration and 
multiple organ anomalies together with sigmoid 
volvulus (SV). SV is a rare disease worldwide, but it 
is endemic in Eastern Anatolia2. Our clinic has 
treated 1,018 cases of SV over a 52.5-year period 
between June 1966 and January 2019. This is the 
largest single-center SV series over the world. In the 
light of our comprehensive experience, I want to 
discuss the predisposing factors that affect the 
development of SV, and their pathogenesis. 

The most known predisposing factor in the 
development of SV is an anatomical predisposition, 
dolichosigmoid. Sigmoid dolichocolon is known as 
the presence of an elongated sigmoid colon with a 
narrow-base mesentery, in which sigmoid colon 
easily rotates around its own base3. Other rare 
precipitating factors are postoperative adhesions, 
internal hernias, Meckel’s diverticulum, 
Hirschsprung’s disease, and Chagas disease4,5.  

In our series, dolichosihmoid was present in almost 
all of 472 patients treated by surgery, while 
postoperative adhesions were seen in 6.9%, internal 
hernias in 0.3%, and Meckel’s diverticulum in 0.3% 
of the patients. Nevertheless, we had no patients 
with diaphragm eventration or multiple organ 
anomalies.Although the author thinks the presence 

of diaphragm eventration as a predisposing factor,1 
to explain its pathogenesis is not easy. It is well 
known that, sigmoid colon twists physiologically 
time to time, and it untwists spontaneously. When 
the torsion exceeds 180o, it causes an acute clinical 
picture5. Some physiological or pathological 
situations may induct SV by decreasing the 
intraabdominal volume and preventing the 
spontaneous untwisting. In men, in whom SV is 
common, a small pelvic inlet with a strong 
abdominal wall prevents detorsion. Similarly, in 
pregnant women, in whom SV is more frequent, an 
enlarged uterus doesn’t allow derotation3,4.  

On the other hand, pathological pulling due to 
inflammatory adherence may explain the 
pathogenesis of SV in cases with Meckel’s 
diverticulum, while collagenous adhesions may be 
responsible for SV in patients with postoperative 
adhesions. In other respects, some anatomical 
pathologies, including internal hernias, may cause 
SV by preventing the untwisting.  

Regarding the case presented by the author, 
although we have no patient with diaphragm 
eventration, in my theoretical opinion, it may cause 
SV by making the untwisting difficult. I congratulate 
the author for his interesting presentation, and I 
wonder about his opinion on my comments. 
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